ABSTRACT

Consisting of nine individualized inservice packets, the Teaching Teen Reading Series describes reading procedures applicable to instruction in all subjects in the elementary, middle, and secondary school. This sixth packet is designed to enable the teacher to help students expand word meaning, using the technical vocabulary of their content areas, by demonstrating the criteria for selection of vocabulary words, guidelines for instruction, guides to independence, and methods of reinforcement. A self-corrective posttest, a glossary of terms, and a bibliography are also included for use by the teacher. (LL)
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The American dream of opportunity through education has been an inspiration and a reality to millions and millions. Equipping students with the skills of reading is fundamental to this essential contribution of our schools. It is well recognized that the ability to read and the active use of reading are cornerstones supporting the foundation of lifetime learning. Personal fulfillment, positive self-concept, participating citizenship, and meeting the demands of job and society are dependent upon effective reading.

All teachers are teachers of reading, individualizing and personalizing learning of all students on the ability spectrum. Without the acquisition of reading skills, the content of any subject area remains untapped and inaccessible between the covers of books. The students presently enrolled in our schools will live part of their lives in the 21st century. The need is to assure them of reading skills with which to cope with the rapid and ever-expanding stockpile of information and book-stored knowledge.

The Department of Education is the agency through which the Ohio General Assembly expresses its response to the will of the citizenry on matters of education. Reflective of this, legislation was enacted which made provision for the department to make available inservice materials and services for elementary and secondary school teachers. Hence, the Division of Educational Redesign and Renewal is responsible for the development of stand-free inservice education materials which may be used individually by teachers or by teacher leaders working together with small groups of colleagues. The materials are designed to give condensed professional information which will meet an instructional need or interest.

Because reading incorporates the principles of accountability for all teachers, The Teaching Teen Reading Series was prepared as a helpful resource for the teachers of upper elementary, middle and secondary schools. The content fuses with the use of any print materials supplied within the schools.

The post-Vietnam period offers an opportunity—and an imperative—to strive for excellence surpassing all prior achievements in our nation’s scholastic history. It is our hope that these and other inservice materials will be beneficial to teacher endeavor toward achieving that excellence.

Martin W. Essex
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this Individualized Inservice Packet is to enable the teacher to help students expand word meaning, using the technical vocabulary of their content areas. The content demonstrates the criteria for selection of vocabulary words, guidelines for instruction, guides to independence, and methods of reinforcement. (The information relating to vocabulary development through word recognition skills is contained in Packet V of the series.)

Teachers, using the basic principles of word recognition, can adapt these vocabulary meaning techniques to the content being read and to the reading skill differences represented within the student group.

The content of this packet does not refer to any particular print material but is intended to be used with the books, reference sets, periodicals and other resources on hand.

To receive the maximum benefit from the packet, it is recommended that teachers apply the sections to the textbook generally used by their students. The ideas presented in the packet are intended to create particular teaching situations to meet the reading needs of particular students.
VOCAULABULARY
DEVELOPMENT IN THE
CONTENT AREAS
THROUGH
WORD MEANING

Part I CRITERIA FOR SELECTION

OBJECTIVE

To enable the teacher to select the appropriate technical vocabulary to teach before directed silent reading.

INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPT

By necessity, the content teacher deals with vocabulary development in the particular subject so that meaning and understanding are provided for the student. The selection of vocabulary to be pre-taught stems from the subject being studied. The content teacher has several sources from which to locate the words to be emphasized.

The textbook(s) being used by the class provides one of the most available sources for vocabulary. When the pre-taught words correspond to those which the student meets in his text, greater success and more meaningful comprehension accompany the reading.
Resource materials made available to the student and curriculum guides for teachers provide an excellent supply of technical vocabulary for pre-teaching. Explanations of technical vocabulary given during introductory presentations and discussions aid the student's comprehension.

Content area vocabulary development is functional in that it improves comprehension. Along with direct teaching of selected vocabulary, the teacher instructs and encourages the students in the consistent use of the direct and indirect assistance. Direct assistance existing in the content includes: context clue, structure, and sound. Indirect assistance is available by the efficient use of the dictionary and the text glossary.

It is vital for the teacher to be selective in the choice of words to pre-teach. There are three main criteria for this selection of vocabulary:

Key Concepts
Relative Value
Student's Competence

Key Concepts

Vocabulary words selected are those which represent or support the major concepts needed by the student for the comprehension of the content. The technical vocabulary representing these key concepts makes up the list of words to be introduced prior to the reading of the selection.

Relative Value

If the content of the selection is very important to an understanding of the year's units, many concepts must be stressed. When the content is new, of major importance, or complex, many concepts are stressed with a greater number of vocabulary words to be taught and understood. As a result, more time is spent on vocabulary development for this type of lesson.

The relative value is to be considered within the various sections of the content. Within each section, the teacher identifies the key concepts and emphasizes their understanding through vocabulary development.

Student's Competence

The student's competence determines the final selection of words which should be pre-taught. The teacher needs to consider the student's intellectual ability, reading achievement level, experience in the subject, and experience in the unit.
When the teacher bases the vocabulary choices on these three criteria, the selection of words to be pre-taught becomes realistic. Through an understanding of the major concepts, the student will better learn the language of the subject content.

Although the material may be adjusted to meet the student’s reading level, certain technical vocabulary must be taught. Particular concepts can only be taught through using the technical vocabulary.

The teacher selects key words to teach carefully to the entire group. Word recognition skills (context clues, structure, sound, and dictionary) are used to introduce each word, appropriately.

Students are helped individually with problem words during silent reading. Knowing the concept words, the student is encouraged to use context clues to comprehend the total meaning.

The remaining words are pronounced for the students. Depending upon the amount of aid provided in the text, the teacher may give the meaning. Even though these words are not actually taught, the pronunciation of these words assists to make them part of the student’s speaking and listening vocabularies.

Part II GUIDELINES FOR INSTRUCTION

OBJECTIVE

To enable teachers to help students expand word meaning, using the technical vocabulary of their content areas.

INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPT

Vocabulary development through word meaning involves the reinforcement and extension of comprehension. Words need to be used numerous times in meaningful situations before they become a part of the student’s listening and reading vocabularies. Memorization of key words prior to reading is not sufficient. Involvement through class discussion will encourage the integration of these words into the student’s speaking vocabulary. Greater retention occurs when reinforcement is provided in a meaningful context.
SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

The transfer of learning occurs most successfully when the skill to be retained and used is taught in the situation where it is immediately needed. This principle applies especially to vocabulary development since each content area has its own specialized vocabulary and basic concepts unique to the subject.

The Directed Reading Thinking Activity (DRTA) may be used to improve vocabulary as well as comprehension skills. Generally, this approach has five inter-related components: 1) readiness, 2) guided silent reading, 3) discussion emphasizing comprehension skills, 4) rereading orally and/or silently for critical evaluation, and 5) enrichment involving application to other areas. Content teachers can use this procedure. Particular attention is given to the readiness component, as a vehicle for vocabulary development.

Suggested Teaching Tactic

After selecting the key vocabulary, teach only those conceptual meanings unknown to the learner. Understanding may be demonstrated by the ability to 1) supply a synonym for the word, 2) use it in a suitable context, 3) define it, or 4) perform a physical action demonstrating the meaning.

1) Prior to beginning a unit of study, place summary statements containing key concepts on the chalkboard.

Content Example—Health

The learners are encouraged to provide another word that means about the same thing, a synonym, for the identified concept. Appropriateness may be judged by class discussion. Listing the synonyms on the chalkboard will help to create the conceptual meaning.
Another way in which a concept may be discriminated is to teach word opposites, or antonyms. Knowledge is broadened by knowing not only what a concept is but also what it is not.

During the readiness part of a lesson (the time when the learner is prepared for reading), give syntactic frames orally and encourage the learner to supply the word which elicits the opposite condition. List suggested antonyms on the chalkboard.

Content Example—Literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key vocabulary</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caries</td>
<td>Ruin</td>
<td>Impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deterioration</td>
<td>Tarnish</td>
<td>Hardening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotteness</td>
<td>Decay</td>
<td>Impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decay</td>
<td>Neurosis</td>
<td>Impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decomposition</td>
<td>Impairment</td>
<td>Impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impairment</td>
<td>Tartar</td>
<td>Calculus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculus</td>
<td>Tartar</td>
<td>Calculus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tartar</td>
<td>Line</td>
<td>Align</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line</td>
<td>Aline</td>
<td>Position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard, yellow substance</td>
<td>Calculus</td>
<td>Calculus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concretion</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Position</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suggested Criterion
Given a key concept, the learner indicates his understanding of the meaning of the word by providing a synonym for the concept.
2) The learner's understanding of a word may be demonstrated by his ability to use it in an appropriate context. Direct the student's attention to the context in which the word is found. The learner places the correct word in each blank according to his determination of the meaning appropriate to the context.

Content Example—Music

Excerpt from Exploring Music 7 Landsis (Holt Rinehart and Winston Inc 1971), 30

3) Ask the learner to define a key concept in his own words. The ability to paraphrase an idea is an indication of understanding. Encourage the student to associate a concept with a mental picture of that concept. Provide opportunities for each learner to explain his mental picture.

Content Example—Basic Industrial Drafting

Picture the basic shapes which make up the following objects. It will then be easier to decide where to place the dimensions.

- A. rectangular prism
- B. triangular prism
- C. right cone
- D. frustum of a cone
- E. oblique cone
- F. cylinder
- G. sphere
- H. right pyramid
- I. frustum of a pyramid
- J. oblique pyramid
After the student has orally described his mental picture, audiovisual materials can be presented to encourage self-appraisal and reinforcement. The use of some types of media to teach a concept will help the learner to move from specific illustrations to the generalized concept.

Adapted from *Basic Industrial Drafting* Spence (Chas A. Bennett Co. Inc., 1974:136)
4) The learner may show his understanding of a key concept by enacting his idea of the meaning. A conceptual understanding is developed through exposure to selected experiences which form the basis for the concept. Later the specific content is examined to determine the appropriate meaning.

Given adequate materials, groups of learners may be given the opportunity to show the extent of their understanding of key concepts.

Content Example—Science

Adapted from Modern Science Blanc and others (Holt, Rinehart and Winston Inc. 1971)

128 and 129

Given any content word, the learner demonstrates his understanding of the meaning.
OBJECTIVE

To enable the teacher to direct the student's attention to those aids to meaning provided in the textbook.

INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPT

Consider the extent to which aid to meaning is provided in the textbook used by the student.

Checklist

- italicized words
- parenthetical definitions
- contextual clues
- marginal notations
- footnotes
- illustrations
- pronunciation keys
- word lists
- glossaries

Focus the student's attention on these devices so that he will use them to foster independent learning in the expansion of word meaning. Availability does not guarantee increased comprehension. Active use is encouraged.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

I WITHIN-TEXT AIDS

Within-text aids have the potential for direct assistance in vocabulary development. Teach students how to use these devices.

1. italicized words
2. parenthetical definitions
3. contextual clues
4. marginal notations
5. footnotes
6. illustrations
7. pronunciation keys
Suggested Teaching Tactic

1. **italicized words**

   Utilizing literal questions, direct the learner's attention to italicized words within the text.

Content Example—World History

By this treaty China was forced to give the island of Hong Kong to the British, to whom it still belongs. The Chinese also had to pay twenty-one million dollars for the opium they had destroyed, and five Chinese ports were opened to trade. The Chinese tariff was to be set by the foreign powers; and after a special treaty between the United States and China in 1844, all citizens of foreign powers were to enjoy the right of extraterritoriality. This meant that United States citizens and Europeans in China were not to be tried by Chinese courts nor punished by the Chinese. Instead, they were to be tried by special courts set up and run by their own country.

Excerpt  Man's Story Waiilbank (Scott Foresman and Company, 1964) 425

What word describes the right that individuals visiting another country have with respect to the application of the local law?

or

What does the word *extraterritoriality* mean?

---

2. **parenthetical definitions**

Select sentences from the content where this device is used. List them on the chalkboard prior to reading. The student is asked to read to find the definitions and complete the parenthetical blank.

Content Example—Science

**CHAPTER 3 • THE RESOURCES OF THE EARTH**

1. The carbon ( ) combines with the oxygen to form carbon dioxide gas.

2. This is reduced ( ) to carbon monoxide by contact with the hot coke.
3. The iron ore, usually an oxide, is mixed in the furnace with coke (______) and with limestone.

Given a list of key concepts which have parenthetical definitions, the student will locate them within a given content selection and write their definitions.

3 contextual clues

An examination of the context in which a word is found is frequently necessary in order to develop both the concept and its specific meaning.

Content Example—Art

*Soft-ground* is a variation of *etching* where tallow is added to the wax. Then it is covered with a fine paper. Next, draw on the paper with a pencil. When the paper is pulled away, the wax or ground will adhere to it where the pencil has pressed.

At this point the learner has several options for the meaning of the word *soft-ground*. However, when the next sentence is read the learner can deduce its specific meaning in this instance.

This grainy effect is called a *soft-ground etching*.

4. marginal notations

When an author uses this device to expand the meaning of key concepts, refer to it during all parts of the lesson. During the prereading sequence, it is significant as an "advance organizer" for student reading. Marginal notations, whether key vocabulary or summarizing statements, can serve to provide guidance and reinforcement while reading. Following reading, notations in the margins suggest concepts which may be further explored as a reflection and/or enrichment activity.
Prereading
Which word describes the classifying of products?
Compare this definition of "to grade" with other meanings you know.

Guidance
Read to determine how products can be marketed to the greater advantage of both seller and buyer.

Reflection and/or Enrichment
Which role would you rather assume—seller or buyer—and why?
Explore some of the scientific systems of grading in operation today.

Suggested Criterion
Referenced Measurement

Given content in which marginal notations appear, the student will list and define in his own words the key vocabulary for a selection.

5. footnotes
As a prereading activity in vocabulary development, present the student with sentences from the selection leaving out the
He had a mania for being in the right. The slightest hint of disagreement, from a word on the most trivial point, was enough to set him off on a harangue that might last for hours, in which he proved himself right in so many ways, and was more enraging the more the hearer, stunned and deafened, would agree with him, for the sake of peace.

It never occurred to him that he and his doing were not of the most intense and fascinating interest to anyone with whom he came in contact. He had theories about almost any subject under the sun, including vegetarianism, the drama, politics, and music; and to support these theories he wrote pamphlets, Essays, books, a hundred and thousands of words, hundreds and hundreds of pages. He not only wrote these things, and published them—usually as somebody else's expense—but he would sit and read them aloud, for hours, to his friends and his family.

He wrote operas, and no sooner did he have the synopsis of a story, but he would invite—or rather summon—a crowd of his friends to his house and read it aloud to them.

5. MANIA: an extreme or unreasonable enthusiasm.
6. HARANGUE: a loud, noisy speech.
7. VEGETARIANISM: the belief in eating only vegetables, fruits, grains, and nuts.
8. SYNOPSIS: a summary, outline.

Excerpt from "Vegetables, Language and Composition" by Cline Williams Donlan (Ginn and Company, 1969): 211

1. He had a ____________ for being in the right.
2. He had theories about almost any subject under the sun, including ____________, the drama, politics, and music.
3. He wrote operas; and no sooner did he have the ____________ of a story, but he would invite ____________ a crowd of his friends to his house and read it aloud to them.
4. The slightest hint of disagreement ____________ was enough to set him off on a ____________, in which ____________ in the end his hearer, stunned and deafened, would agree with him ____________.

**Suggested Criterion**
**Referenced Measurement**

Given a content selection where footnotes contain key vocabulary, the student will place them in the contextual statement.
6. illustrations

Direct the student's attention to the "reading" of illustrations. Provide guidance so that he may be made aware of the important concepts that are represented here. Part of the prereading experience will include an examination of all illustrations.

Content Example—Science

1. Describe the "field" pictured above.
2. What happens within a magnetic field with respect to the poles?
3. How are electric and magnetic fields similar?

Suggested criterion
Referenced Measurement

Given vocabulary which is defined in illustrations, the student will state the respective definitions in his own words.

7 pronunciation keys

This aid will be especially meaningful for the student who relies on sound and the dictionary for word recognition. Sometimes the pronunciation will appear in a footnote with the meaning and other times the pronunciation will immediately follow the word.

Despite the preponderance of sound in this technique, couple this approach with meaning. A matching exercise is one type of activity.

Provide the student with the pronunciations of words and direct him to match these with their definitions. Then have him find the word in the text and write it as it is spelled.
Content Example—Literature

at the stables of the Provencale Milk Company at five o'clock. The wagon would be loaded and Joseph hitched to it. Pierre would call, "Bon jour, vieil ami," as he climbed into the seat and Joseph would turn his head and the other drivers would say that the horse would smile at Pierre. Then Jacques, the foreman, would say, "All right, Pierre, go on," and Pierre would call softly to Joseph, "Venez, mon ami," and this splendid combination would walk proudly down the street.

2. BON JOUR, VIEIL AMI (bon zhur vay vy am). Hello, old friend.
AVANCE, MON AMI (e vahn moh me). Forward, my friend.

Excerpt Voices in Literature Language and Composition / Cline Williams Donlan (Ginn and Company 1969) 409

Content Example—Science

WHAT CAUSES CLOUDS?

Cloud formation depends largely upon the humidity and temperature of the air. Most clouds form when rising air cools. There are three distinct types of clouds, types SIHR-uhz, STRAY-uhz, and KYOO-uhz. Each of them has a different appearance and is easily recognized.

1. SIHR-uhz
2. STRAY-uhz
3. KYOO-uhz

A. layers
B. dome-shaped
C. wispy curls

Adapted from Modern Science Blanc and others (Holt Rinehart and Winston 1971) 142

Suggested Criterion
Referenced Measurement

Given only the pronunciation of key vocabulary, the student will match it with the correct definition. The student will then write the word as it is spelled.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

2

USING WORD LISTS AND GLOSSARIES

Not all textbooks provide aid within the material. However, key vocabulary may be explicated and found either in word lists or glossaries. The reading performance of students who use these devices will be much more satisfactory.
Suggested Teaching Tactic

Use Word Lists which appear before a unit of study or at the end of a content selection during the prereading sequence of a lesson. Familiarizing the student with these concepts and their specific meanings will help to provide a framework for reading. One approach is to direct the student to skim, or look quickly at a page, in order to locate the given key words. Even though the material is not read thoroughly the student will collect clues as to the text. Key questions and purpose setting will also surface.

Ask the student to skim the content and construct his own word list for the chapter.

Content Example—Social Studies

Here is a list of words which appear in Chapter 4, the section for Human Rights. Do not read the section or textbook. Try to locate the words as quickly as possible. Write down any key questions which you found the words. Then use the key questions to construct your word list for the chapter. These will remain your questions for purpose setting.

- stakeholder
- civil service
- public utility
- probation
- statute
- mortgage

Key Questions:

Suggested Criterion
Referenced Measurement

Given a word list prior to reading, the learner will locate the vocabulary within the content. He will then write key questions which have resulted from his skim for vocabulary.

Suggested Teaching Tactic

Explain that the glossary is unlike the dictionary which lists all words. A glossary only lists some of the more difficult words in the textbook. Encourage the student to turn to the glossary for words he does not know. For other words, the dictionary may have to be consulted.
Some textbooks provide a cue within the text to let the student know that a word can be found in the glossary. To promote the use of this aid, direct the student to locate words with a cue beside them, find their meaning in the glossary, and write the definition in his own words.

Content Example—Literature

Notice the use of the cue symbol (*) following the word **groveling**. This alerts the student.

---

**Excerpt**

1969, p. 472

---

**Suggested Criterion**

Given a list of words for a content selection, the student will write in his own words their definitions after consulting the glossary.
Part IV REINFORCEMENT

OBJECTIVE

To enable the teacher to call students' attention to technical vocabulary while learning the key concepts through vocabulary reinforcement.

INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPT

In vocabulary reinforcement the presented vocabulary develops skills and also an understanding of the subject content. Skills and concepts are developed simultaneously. Vocabulary skills are taught as they apply to the key concepts. Vocabulary reinforcement aids the understanding of the course content.

While understandings at the literal level are rapidly learned they foster word naming rather than meaning. Reinforcement at the literal level is useful for students who are as yet unable to handle understanding at the interpretive level. Interpretive level reinforcement demands that the student analyze relationships among terms. The student learns to consider the importance of ideas in relation to the content being presented.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

1 MULTIPLE MEANING

Reinforcement in which the vocabulary word is provided along with the correct meaning(s) and several incorrect meanings is constructed on the literal level.

Reinforcement through the use of multiple meanings can be constructed on the interpretive level when the vocabulary word is not provided.

Suggested Teaching Tactic

Direct the student's attention to the words provided. Have him read the possible meanings and select the correct meanings for each word.

Example—Literal Level

Example
Have the student attend to the meanings provided; identify the one incorrect meaning; and supply the vocabulary word itself.

Example—Interpretive Level

Given words with multiple meanings, the student will either identify the correct meanings for each word (literal) or will provide both the correct words and identify the meanings (interpretive).

SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

2 CATEGORIZING

Literal reinforcement in the form of categorizing provides both the vocabulary terms and the categories. Interpretive categorization
provides the words but not the categories. The students must look for relationships among meanings of words. More than recall is required.

**Suggested Teaching Tactic**

Provide the student with a series of vocabulary words and three or more category headings. Direct the student to place the words under the appropriate category.

**Content Example—Art**

![Literal Level Diagram]

**Interpretive Level**

Listed below are several words from a selection. They may be grouped under four categories. Look for relationships among the words and identify the categories. List the words under the correct category.

- Trumpet
- Pecola
- Saxophone
- Marimba
- Bassoon
- Corona
- Baritone
- Viola
- English horn
- Cymbals
- Sousaphone
- Flute
- French horn
- Cello
- Oboe
- Trombone
- Viola
- Clarinet
Suggested Criterion
Referenced Measurement

Given a list of vocabulary words, the student will either list the words under the appropriate categories supplied (literal) or will identify the categories and list the words under the appropriate categories (interpretive).

SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

3 WORD PUZZLE

When recall of definitions is demanded, the reinforcement is constructed on the literal level.

Suggested Teaching Tactic

Provide the student with definitions and the number of letters in each word. Give additional help by placing one word vertically through the letter spaces.

Content Example—Music

LITERAL LEVEL

As you solve this puzzle, look at the definitions provided. Think of a word which fits the definition, has the same number of letters as the number of spaces provided on the corresponding line, and has the given letter in the same position as indicated:

1. A
2. C
3. C
4. F
5. L
6. F
7. R
8. A
9. N
10. D
11. O
Direct the student to use recall or word definitions to complete the puzzle exercise. This format also fosters the use of word recognition skills.

Content Example—Art

LITERAL LEVEL

Follow the directions and supply the correct vocabulary word.

1. Give the two-syllable French word which means painting or to paste. It is a design made by pasting a background of paper and other materials.

2. Give the three-syllable word which means the imaginary line where the earth and the sky meet.

3. Give the three-syllable word which is made up of two Latin words: specters—to see, and pers—through. This word means the technique or process of representing on a plane or curved surface the spatial relation of objects as they might appear to the eye.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

4 ANALOGY QUESTIONS

The analogy question tests the ability to grasp a relationship between words and to apply this relationship to other words. The analogy tests vocabulary as well as the ability to reason. The reader must be able to think clearly and to avoid detractors.
In mathematics this type of situation is expressed as a proportion problem.

\[ 4 : 9 :: 8 : X \]

Analogy questions are written in this mathematical form.

sharp : blunt :: hot : X

This is read.

sharp is to blunt as hot is to ___?

There are three general forms of analogy questions.

1. A common form presents two words which have some relationship to each other. These words are followed by a third word which is related to one word in a group of choices in the same way that the first two words are related.

sharp : blunt :: hot :
(a) burn (b) cold (c) heat (d) warm

Sharp and blunt bear an opposite relationship. Hot and cold have the same type of relationship. Therefore, (b) is the correct answer.

2. A second form of analogy begins with two words which have some specific relationship to each other. These are followed by four or five pairs of words from which the reader selects the pair which is related in the same way as the words of the first pair are related to each other.

enormous : huge :
(a) rat : rock (b) muddy : unclear (c) bank : kitchen (d) black : white

Enormous and huge are synonyms. Muddy and unclear are synonyms. The other choices do not possess this same relationship. Therefore, (b) is the correct choice.

3. A third form is that in which one of the two relationships is not specified. From choices provided, regardless of the position, the reader selects the one choice which completes the relationship with the other three items.

submarine : fish :
(a) kite (b) truck (c) feather (d) tweet

Both a submarine and a fish are found in the water. Both a kite and a bird are usually seen in the air. Therefore, (a) is the correct answer.
Suggested Teaching Tactic

Using the chalkboard, demonstrate the initial step of determining the relationship between the first two words. One at a time, slowly, provide the student with a variety of possible relationships. Initially, give the student the type of relationship used along with the analogy.

Kinds of relationships:
1. Purpose relationship
   glove : ball
2. Cause and effect relationship
   face : fatigue
3. Part : Whole relationship
   snake : reptile
4. Part : Part relationship
   tail : ear
5. Action to object relationship
   kick : football
6. Object to action relationship
   bread : bake
7. Synonym relationship
   few : sparse
8. Antonym relationship
   little : big
9. Place relationship
   Columbus : Ohio
10. Degree relationship
    cool : cold
11. Characteristic relationship
    ignorance : poverty
12. Sequence relationship
    October : November
13. Grammatical relationship
    jump : push
14. Numerical relationship
    3 : 12
15. Association relationship
    angel : good

After the student becomes competent in determining the relationship between the first two words, provide the opportunity for him to find the same relationship among choices which follow the first two words.

Given the following analogy, first determine relationship between the first two words. Next select the fourth word which will make the second word pair show the same relationship as the first word pair.
engine : engineer #: airplane : 
(a) passenger (b) pilot (c) caboose (d) coal

Consider the relationship of the engine to the engineer. The engineer "drives" the engine.
Consider, then, what would "drive" the airplane.
Say:
Engine is to engineer as 
(a) airplane is to passenger      (c) airplane is to caboose 
(b) airplane is to pilot          (d) airplane is to coal

(b) is the correct answer for the pilot "drives" the airplane.

Provide the student with a variety of analogies so that he may practice completing the two steps needed to solve them.

Form 1:
Valentine's Day : February ::
Thanksgiving :
(a) turkey (b) November (c) Thursday (d) snow

Form 2:
pig : pork ::
(a) scrambled : egg      (c) apple : apple pie 
(b) veal : calf          (d) steer : beef

Form 3:
tusk : elephant ::
(a) tooth (b) fang (c) hoof (d) antler
deer

When student competence in completing the analogies has been displayed, allow time for the student to construct his own analogies. Encourage his use of new vocabulary words. Direct his attention to the use of the three forms.

Suggested Criterion Referenced Measurement

Given a number of vocabulary words, the student will use a selection of these words to construct three analogies utilizing the three general analogy forms.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

5 USING WORDS WHICH CONNOTE FEELINGS

The recognition and selection of the appropriate word to convey the desired meaning is necessary as the student broadens his vocabulary. He becomes able to use denotation and connotation.
Denote implies all that pertains to the definition of the word. Connote implies all ideas that are suggested by the term. All words which represent ideas have connotations.

Personal connotations are based on the experience of the individual. The way in which the individual reacts to ideas and objects, and therefore, to the words which represent those referents, is based on personal experience.

General connotations are made when the reaction of the majority of people to a specific word is comparable.

Words can touch the emotions of the individual who hears or sees them. Such words can arouse a person to make a decision. Prejudices and biases can be aroused.

Suggested Teaching Tactic

Provide the student with words that arouse pleasant or unpleasant feelings. Promote discussion and random additions to the list before the student locates additional words from his text.

Place the words listed below into the three categories provided according to your personal feelings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLEASANT</th>
<th>UNPLEASANT</th>
<th>NO FEELING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>capitalist</td>
<td>cigar</td>
<td>velvet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ice cream</td>
<td>liberty</td>
<td>prison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Read the entire passage straight through. Consider your immediate reaction to this man. Select two or more categories under which you might classify the words which arouse some feeling within you. Categorize these words.

Content Example—Literature

He was an undersized little man, with a head too big for his body—a sickly little man. His nerves were bad. He had skin trouble. It was agony for him to wear anything next to his skin coarser than silk. And he had delusions of grandeur.

He was a monster of conceit. Never for one minute did he look at the world or at people, except in relation to himself. He was not only the most important person in the world, to himself; in his own eyes he was the only person who existed. He believed himself to be one of the greatest dramatists in the world, one of the greatest thinkers, and one of the great-
Name-calling is a method of arousing an unfavorable reaction. Such words as "spy," "dictator," or "hypocrite" generally create unpleasant feelings. Direct the student's attention to sentences which contain the type of words which connote unfavorable reactions.

Circle the words which connote an unfavorable feeling.
1. The cowardly team lost the ball before making a goal.
2. Tim is provoking the other children to fight.
3. Those people are waging war on the others.

The glittering generality causes the reader to react favorably. Words such as "freedom," "spacious," or "liberty" are examples of this type of word. Have the student complete sentences supplying words that would create a favorable reaction for the reader.

By adding an appropriate glittering generality, complete the following sentences to cause the reader to have a favorable reaction.
1. The cottage was nestled in the woods.
2. The crowd was obviously in support of .
3. The governor made a speech concerning in America.

Emotionally weighted words bias an audience. Different types of propaganda are often used to sway readers for or against someone or something. Transfer is needed for the reader to associate one idea with another, even though the two ideas are not actually connected.

Direct the student's interest to the use of transfer propaganda in advertisements. Have him note the vocabulary used as well as the visual transfer.

Using the media, locate visual examples of transfer propaganda. Regard such illustrations as a lovely girl selling a new car or a famous athlete using a particular after-shave lotion.

Locate key propaganda words and phrases such as "everyone uses" or "the brand of the in-crowd."
The selection and use of words to describe a person or an object will color the reader's feelings. Provide the student with a selection of words each of which, while implying a different attitude, has a similar relationship.

Using the words provided below, rearrange the words in the order of improved attitude. Begin with words that have insulting connotations and end with the words that are flattering.

kid, boy, young adult, young person, juvenile, adolescent, lad, urchin, future citizen, teenager, young man, youngster, teenybopper.

Suggested Criterion Referenced Measurement

Given a paragraph with key words missing, the student will add the appropriate words to create positive feelings toward the subject. He will then, using the same paragraph, add the appropriate words to create negative feelings toward the subject.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

UNDERSTANDING RELATIONSHIPS

Vocabulary reinforcement which requires that the student understand the relationship involved is constructed on the interpretive level. The student is given the opportunity to interpret the relationships between the given words.

Suggested Teaching Tactic

Provide the student with the opportunity to draw relationships between vocabulary words.

Content Example—Science

Five words are listed on each line. Circle the three words in each line which have something in common. Under each line write the word(s) expressing this relationship.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mars</th>
<th>Jupiter</th>
<th>Sun</th>
<th>Saturn</th>
<th>Comet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| line | division | are | additive, multiplication |
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Give the student two words which have a valid relationship. Also, provide four words from which the student may select word(s) that will join the original two to make the same valid relationship. Ask the students to describe what this relationship is.

Content Example—Social Studies

Given small groups of vocabulary words, the student will demonstrate the ability to interpret and understand the relationships by appropriately grouping the words and naming the relationship represented.

**SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS**

**7 VERTICAL VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT-LEVELS OF ABSTRACTION**

One method of strengthening a student's ability to deal with vocabulary meaning is through vertical vocabulary development. As a student begins to read, most of his vocabulary consists of the most concrete words. Generally, he begins with words which represent things he can touch (nouns). As he masters this level of reading he moves up on the ladder of abstraction into his speaking and listening vocabularies.
An example of this would be to move from concrete to abstract, as *beagle* to *dog* to *vertebrate*. This progression could then possibly move on through such descriptions as *animal* and *matter*.

However, words at these higher levels of abstraction are often not in the student’s reading, speaking, or listening vocabularies. For this student, therefore, words beyond the concrete levels do not provide a clearer picture of the object in question. This student will need more experiences before moving beyond the concrete.

Direct experiences provide the basis for vertical vocabulary development. Often, to provide experiences for movement up through the levels of abstraction, the teacher involves the student through contrived or dramatized experiences, demonstrations, field trips, or exhibits. Television, motion pictures, radio, recordings and still pictures can also provide the background necessary for vertical vocabulary development.

Visual symbols which represent ideas and processes are abstract concepts. Generally it is necessary to provide repeated visual experiences before student mastery is evident.

A verbal symbol, for which there is no one concrete form of visualization, is an abstract concept. While words such as *love* or *honor* can be exemplified through various pictures and explanations, a student may best achieve understanding of this abstract concept through relating the word to his personal experiences.

**Suggested Teaching Tactic**

Direct the student to consider a variety of nouns, each of which creates a visual image. Have the student list these nouns, according to their vertical vocabulary development, from the concrete to the more abstract.

**Instructional Example**

Reorder the following groups of nouns, starting at the bottom with the concrete and working up to the more abstract:

- *carrot*  
- *plant*  
- *vegetable*  
- *Daucus carota*  
- *coat*  
- *wearing apparel*  
- *outer garment*  
- *ski jacket*  
- *Equus caballus*  
- *horse*  
- *mammal*  
- *domestic animal*
Provide the student with a paragraph in which some of the nouns have been underlined. Direct him to replace the underlined words with words that would be higher on the ladder of abstraction.

The students can look at symbols like these, learn the names for them, and the meanings behind what they do. Use the symbols as ideas to look and study by and the names for the symbols.

Direct the student's attention to a variety of visual symbols. Have the student use his own words to describe what ideas or processes visual symbols represent.

Instructional Example

[Diagram with a light bulb, a loudspeaker, and a heart symbol]
Provide the student with several verbal symbols. Allow a limited amount of time for the student to write words or phrases that would describe this abstract concept.

Listed below are several verbal symbols. Allow one minute to write down words and/or phrases which would help you describe or build a visual image of each word.

- freedom
- honor
- love
- hope
- fear
- democracy

Give the student a content selection to read. Direct his attention to words which represent abstract concepts. Allow him the opportunity to reflect on the comprehensive meaning of these words.

Content Example—Social Studies

The Constitution of the United States guarantees us certain rights. As you read from the Bill of Rights, circle the words which represent abstract concepts.
Select one of these abstract concepts and describe, in your own words, how this concept is reflected in your own life.

How would these same rights protect others from you as you pursue your own independence?

Given a content selection, the student is able to locate words which represent abstract concepts and adequately supply comprehensive meanings for these words.
### GLOSSARY

**Abstract concepts**
words which are disassociated from any specific instance and are difficult to understand. Such words express a quality apart from an object (as “honesty” or “pride”)

**Advance organizer**
a significant concept in the preparation of a student for reading. Those teaching tactics employed prior to silent reading which provide the student with a content framework concerning that which he is about to read. This could occur in the form of vocabulary development or purpose setting

**Concrete concepts**
words which are characterized by or belonging to immediate experience of actual things or events. These are the easiest terms to comprehend as they can be visualized (as “table” or “circus”)

**Directed reading thinking activity (DRTA)**
an instructional framework which applies to any content subject. Preparing the student involves motivation, background information, review and vocabulary development. Guiding the student provides for purpose setting prior to reading and direction during reading through a variation of a guide. Reflecting with the student occurs during group discussion, extension activities, further assignment and all inclusive evaluation

**Syntactic frames**
an arrangement of words forming a sentence which has a blank. The manner in which the words are related to one another requires completion of the blank

**Technical vocabulary**
the special language present in each content subject which a student must learn in order to read and react successfully to various sources related to the subject. The basic concepts in any discipline which are expressed in nomenclature with meaning peculiar to that discipline
SELF-CORRECTIVE POST TEST

Check the techniques for instruction which would be emphasized with students in teaching the meaning of the italicized words in each of the selections below. More than one technique may be used.

Perhaps a knight or maker of armor dropped ink on a crest cut in the metal. Wiping away the ink, he saw that some caught in the lines would print. In some such way there was born line engraving.

To make a line engraving the design is cut into a thin copperplate with a slanting tool called a graver. It rests with a wooden knob against the palm of the hand which makes it plow the metal. The shavings are scraped away leaving a sharp line

_____ synonym
_____ antonym

All edges that are visible when looking at an object to be drawn are called visible lines. They are heavy lines. These visible edges should be the first thing to catch the eye of the person using the drawing.

_____ synonym
_____ antonym

Sometimes the lines are cut with a rounded point held like a pencil. The shavings are not scraped away, so that, adhering, they leave a richer line. This method is known as dry point.

_____ synonym
_____ antonym

Check the guides for independence which could be used with students in teaching the meaning of the italicized words in each of the selections below. More than one guide might be used.

“Hey, Pierre,” Jacques laughed. “Maybe you got the gout, ‘hey?’”


“You should teach that horse to carry the milk to the front door for you.” Jacques told him. “He does everything else.”

“GOUT, a painful disease that affects the joints
“MAIS NON (mä nohn) yes
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On the other hand, sleet is formed when rain freezes as it falls. This form of precipitation usually occurs during a temperature inversion (ihn-VUHR-zhuhn), when the air near the surface of the earth is colder than the upper air.

For accurate weather predictions, it is necessary to measure the amount of rain that falls in a given area in a certain length of time. For this purpose, weathermen use a rain gauge. The newest type of rain gauge measures the amount of rain electrically. The gauge records the amount of rain automatically on a moving chart.

The process continues until they become too heavy to remain in the air. They fall to the earth in the form of hail. Sometimes, the process is repeated over and over, forming many layers of ice. These very large hailstones can cause great damage. If you broke open a hailstone, what would you see?

Check the technique which could be used with students in reinforcing the meaning of the italicized words in each of the selections below. More than one technique might be used.

The process continues until they become too heavy to remain in the air. They fall to the earth in the form of hail. Sometimes, the process is repeated over and over, forming many layers of ice. These very large hailstones can cause great damage. If you broke open a hailstone, what would you see?
Air masses usually form at the tropical or polar regions. An air mass is a large volume of air over a certain part of the earth. They are either warm or cold, depending on where they form. In the United States we find that air masses are of four kinds: (1) Polar Maritime (mP), (2) Polar Continental (cP), (3) Tropical Maritime (mT), and (4) Tropical Continental (cT). The polar air masses, formed at the poles, are always colder than the tropical air masses formed at the equator.

Magnets and Magnetism

By Benjamin Franklin’s time, scientists were sure of these facts about magnets and magnetism.

1. A magnet attracts iron and steel.
2. The magnetic force is concentrated at places called poles.
3. One pole of a magnet points northward, if it is free to do so, and the other points southward: hence the names, north (pointing) pole and south (pointing) pole, given to the end of a magnet.
4. The magnetic force can go through some materials, such as wood, paper, or glass.
5. A natural magnet can be used to make other magnets.
6. Like magnetic poles repel each other; unlike poles attract each other.

Here was that strange resemblance. Like poles repel, unlike poles attract.

Like charges repel, unlike charges attract:

Using the unit which you are about to teach, determine which words should be selected to be pre-taught. Consider the key concepts, relative value, and student’s competence as you make this selection.

From this list of words to be pre-taught, select the five which you believe to be the most important.

1. Determine the instructional technique to be used for each word.
2. Using the text, determine what guides for independence would be used for each word.
3. Determine the method to be used for reinforcing the meaning of each word.
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The following characteristics of effective content-related reading instruction may serve as self-appraisal guidelines.

Students are enabled to gain information, knowledge, wisdom and enjoyment from reading, for my teaching procedures include:

- Planning and tailoring my teaching to accommodate the wide range of reading strengths and weaknesses represented within the class.
- Fusing reading with other components of language (listening, speaking, and writing) to reinforce meaning.
- Relating the content to the varied experiential background of the students.
- Encouraging students to react to the meaning of print content by thinking critically about it.
- Utilizing many types of reading sources comprising multi-readability levels.
- Teaching vocabulary and comprehension skills on various levels to assure that all students experience success.
- Guiding silent reading through pre-reading preparation, vocabulary assistance, and skillful questioning.
- Providing for varied uses of reading in problem solving, gaining information, and enjoyment.
- Modeling positive attitudes for students by being a high interest reader myself.
- Being committed to improve reading abilities and book interest within the class and school.